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Futura PT Book (For source text and notes under graphs)

Vidaloka (For source text in graphics)

Montserrat (For body text and headers in reports)

Myriad Pro (If nothing else is available, this can be used as a substitute)

[SEE ATTCHED ZIP FILE WITH FONTS TO INSTALL]

FONT & TYPOGRAPHY

White: #ffffff 

Main Blue: #3d5c67 (Good to use whenever, wherever)

Highlight Green: #68b63b (Used as a highlight, good in graphs as a data point color)

Highlight Blue: #00a7ee (Used as a highlight, good in graphs as a data point color)

Highlight Gray: #a1a1a1 (Used mostly for sources or citations in graphs)

COLORS
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CHARTS & FIGURES

All graphs and charts will follow the ratio of 1.91 to 1. This translates, most of the time, to 
1300px by 681px which is prime for social media. On the web, it will be 800px by 419 px.

Social Media Chart:

Website Report Chart:
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Element Font Size Case Color Notes

TITLE

Subtitle

X & Y Axis

X & Y Labels

LEGEND

Source

Montserrat Bold Variable ALL CAPS #3d5c67 Try to keep shorter than two 
lines and avoid qualifiers

Montserrat Reg Variable Title Case #3d5c67 Further clarification to the title

Montserrat Reg 26 / 29 Sentence #666666 Always horizontal

Montserrat Reg 20 Title #333333 Avoid unnecessary labels

Futura PT 24 ALL CAPS #333333 Always horizontal

Vidaloka 16 Title #666666 Always horizontal

Social Media Chart Guide:

Website Chart Guide:

Element Font Size Case Color Notes

Title Paragraph Bold Paragraph Title Case #000000 Try to keep shorter than two 
lines

Source Paragraph <sup> Title #000000 Always horizontal, 2 <br> 
below

The most important things we can do to make our charts and graphics consistent is to use 
the right colors and fonts, as well as keep things simple. This means we shouldn’t include 
titles in the chart itself. The y-axis should be non-decimal numbers, never percentages. All 
x-axis labels should be horizontal with tick marks. If doing trends, start with a year that is a 
multiple of 5 or 10 and show labels 2, 5, or 10 years apart. End with 2020 or some other year 
that makes sense. Try to have a similar amount of white space before the first data point as 
after the last one. For trends, use the “Scatter” chart type rather than the “Line” chart type 
in Excel. If you have gaps in the series, you can interpolate between points by only selecting 
the relevant cells. Always put the figure number before the chart title. Also, include source 
notes below the chart. If we analyzed data in any way (rather than just pulling it from 
somewhere), include, “Social Capital Project analyses of…”

When creating the charts for a report, the best system will be for the author to reach out to 
Christina when he or she is ready for data visualization. Christina will work with the author 
to complete the data visualizations. If the author only needs Excel to make their charts, 
they can simply use the attached Excel template. If the author knows Tableau, they can 
plug the data in there. Christina and Kyle (and later Vanessa and Scott) will have the final 
check on all data visualization for each report. There will surely be back and forth between 
comms and the author while these charts are being processed, so please start this process 
well before the publishing date. 
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PDF REPORTS

PDF Reports have a well-established format, which is the following: 

- Title Page
- Report
- Author
- Appendix
- Endnotes
- Link to PDF
- End Title

The main title of the report should be Futura PT Bold, #3d5c67, around 50pt font. The 
subtitle should be Monserrat Regular, black, around 20pt font. The numerical title of the 
report should follow this format: SCP REPORT NO. [# REPORT THAT YEAR]-[LAST TWO 
DIGITS OF YEAR] | [MONTH AND YEAR] At the bottom of the page, there is a SCP logo and 
contact information. 

The report headings should be Futura PT Bold, #3d5c67, 14pt font, all caps. Subheadings 
should be Monserrat Regular, 12pt font, italicized 15 degrees. Sub-sub headings should be 
Monserrat Regular, 11pt font, with plenty of spacing before and after the sub-sub heading. 
Any regular body font should be Monserrat Regular, black, 11pt font. All endnotes should 
be superscript. Full quotes should be tabbed 0.5625”. In-text hyperlinks are OK, but putting 
links in endnotes is always good. 

Guidelines:

• The Author attribution should be Monserrat Bold, 11 pt font. 

• The Appendix will follow the same formatting as the regular report section. 

• The endnotes section should be Monserrat Regular, 9pt font, organized numerically 
and follow standard footnote formatting. The PDF link should immediately follow the 
endnotes and be Monserrat Bold, 9pt font, underlined, and linked to the report online. 

• Finally, the bottom of the last page should have the exact same logo and information as 
appears on the title page. A line should separate this from the rest of the content. (See 
examples on next page)
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Examples:
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WEB REPORTS
At the point of publication, web reports should have a banner that measures 78”x19”. This 
will be the picture until it becomes the 3rd of 4th banner on the Republican homepage. 
At which time, the banner will be removed and it will be the regular title image used for 
social cards.

Under ‘Properties’, after the report is published, the ‘Featured Carousel’ and ‘Republican 
News’ boxes should be checked with no end date specified. All applicable Affiliation 
boxes should be checked as well. Under ‘Image Options’, the ‘no’ box should be checked. 
Lastly, under ‘Aside/Key Points’ the title should be ‘PDF Version’ and the bullet items 
should be: <a href=”[link to report PDF]”>[title of report]</a>

Web reports should follow this order:

- PDF/Key Points Box
- Report
- Author
- Appendix
- Endnotes

Guidelines: 

• We’ll use the key points feature to link to a PDF version of the report. If the author 
provides key points, we can add those there as well. 

• In-text hyperlinks are OK… but we’d prefer if you limit them. Also, in most cases, just 
adding the link in your endnotes would probably be better anyway. 

• In-text endnotes should be in superscript and link to the corresponding endnote at 
the bottom of the report. 

• Heading should be H2 in Hilltop. Subheadings should be H4. Lower than that should 
be H5 in #888888. Lower than that should be paragraph font with italicized.

• Pull quotes should be tabbed twice. 

• For charts, the chart title should be bolded plain paragraph text. And the caption 
should have a <caption> tag.

• Heading for charts should generally not be a full sentence or phrase. But if it is, it 
should follow sentence capitalization. If it isn’t a full sentence or phrase, it will follow 
title capitalization. 

• Author attribution text should be paragraph font with simple bold. The author’s name 
should appear in the first line and their title below on the second line. 

• If there is an appendix, it should appear directly after the author attribution. It should 
follow the same format as the report body. 

• Endnotes should link to the corresponding link above in the report. They are simple 
paragraph font and follow standard footnote formatting. (See examples)
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Examples:


